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SELECTION TYPE RESULTS AND FIXED POINT
PROPERTY FOR AFFINE BI-LIPSCHITZ MAPS
Cleon S. Barroso1 and Torrey M. Gallagher2
Abstract. We obtain a refinement of a selection principle for
pK, λq-wide-psq sequences in Banach spaces due to Rosenthal. This
result is then used to show that if C is a bounded, non-weakly
compact, closed convex subset of a Banach space X , then there
exists a Hausdorff vector topology τ on X which is weaker than
the weak topology, a closed, convex τ -compact subset K of C and
an affine bi-Lipschitz map T : K Ñ K without fixed points.
Fixed point, affine, bi-Lipschitz, basis, weakly compact, coaser vector
topologies, selection principles, wide-psq sequences, James’s distortion
theorems.
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1. Introduction
Let pX, }¨}q be a Banach space. The majority of the work done in
metric fixed point theory has been concerned with determining when
nonexpansive mappings defined on closed, bounded, convex sets have
fixed points. Recall, if C Ă X and T : C Ñ X then we say T is
nonexpansive if
}Tx´ Ty} ď }x´ y} for all x, y P C.
Further, T has a fixed point x if Tx “ x. However, there has been
very fruitful work done that is more topological in nature when one
considers fixed point properties for larger classes of mappings. For
instance, Domı´nguez Benavides, Prus and Japo´n Pineda [BPP] proved
the following beautiful result in 2004.
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Theorem 1.1. Let C be a bounded, closed convex subset of X . Then
C is weakly compact if and only if for every closed convex set K Ă C,
every continuous affine mapping T : K Ñ K has a fixed point.
Very recently, Barroso and Ferreira [BF] strengthened this result so
that now the class of maps is more regular.
Theorem 1.2. Let C be a bounded, closed convex subset of X . Then
C is weakly compact if and only if for every closed convex set K Ă C,
every affine bi-Lipschitz mapping T : C Ñ C has a fixed point.
In passing we mention that it seems to be an open problem (cf.
[BF,BPP]) if the family of maps entailed in these statements can be
constrained to the class of affine uniformly Lipschitzian maps; that is,
affine mappings for which there exists a constant k for which
}T npxq ´ T npyq} ď k }x´ y}
for all n and for all x, y P C.
Given a topology τ on X and a class of mappings Σ defined on τ -
closed, convex subsets of X , we say X has the τ fixed point property
for the class Σ (abbreviated as τ -FPP or simply FPP) if every mapping
in Σ defined on a τ -compact, convex set has a fixed point. Towards
the so-called τ -FPP, Japo´n Pineda [JP] proved the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a Banach space containing an isomorphic
copy of c0. Then X admits a Hausdorff vector topology τ which is
weaker than the weak topology and is such that pX, τq fails to have the
τ -FPP for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings.
It is interesting to note that the containment of copies of c0 always
gives rises to linear topologies which are weaker than σpX,X˚q (cf.
[JP, p.186]). It turns out that if C is not weakly compact, then similar
arguments can be used to build such topologies in general spaces.
The goal of this paper is to study the following natural question:
Question 1.4. Is there a bi-Lipschitz counterpart of Japo´n Pineda’s
result for general Banach spaces.
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This is of course much more easier to answer when the underlying
space has more structure. This has been the key point behind several
works concerning nonexpansive maps. Here we give a starting point
towards positive answers. Let Tw denote the family of all Hausdorff
locally convex topologies that are weaker than the weak topology on
X . For a convex set C Ă X , BpCq stands for the family of nonempty
bounded, closed convex subsets of C. Let Kτ pCq (τ P Tw) be the sub-
family of BpCq consisting of sets that are τ -compact. Motived by the
study of the FPP under weaker topologies (e.g., τ -FPP, cf. [B-GF-JP])
we define:
Definition 1.5. A set C P BpXq is said to have the pw,Gq-FPP for
a class M of maps if whenever τ P Tw and K P Kτ pCq, then every
K-invariant map belonging to M has a fixed point.
A fruitful strategy to establish FPP is to try recognizing what is the
internal structure of non-weakly compact sets. A prime example of this
is witnessed in [JP]. In fact, in order to prove her result, Japo´n Pineda
considered the following σ-convex conical hull
K`σ
`
tunu
˘
“
#
8ÿ
i“1
tiui : each 0 ď ti ď 1,
8ÿ
i“1
ti ď 1
+
associated to a well-structured basic sequence punq. She then dealt
with a standard affine mapping given by
T
˜
8ÿ
i“1
tiui
¸
“
˜
1´
8ÿ
i“1
ti
¸
u1 `
8ÿ
i“1
tiui`1,
and used the special structure of punq to prove that K
`
σ
`
tunu
˘
is τ -
compact and T is asymptotically nonexpansive and fixed-point-free.
Intuitively, one can start with a non-weakly compact set C P BpXq,
select a basic sequence punq Ă C and then trying to work directly with
the set K`σ
`
tunu
˘
. Naturally, one may assume that 0 P C. Given then
the abstract nature of X , it is quite natural to expect that at least
Lipschitz regularity for such maps can be gained. A motivation for
this comes from the work of Lin and Sternfeld [LS] which describes
norm-compactness in terms of the FPP for Lipschitz maps. However,
trying to do that seems to be nontrivial. On the other hand, if one
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tries to replicate the approach of [BF] then a subtle difficulty arises.
Namely, the set K and the map T considered there are completely
different and, in fact, there is no guarantee that K should be compact
under some weaker topology. Thus, we need a different approach to
obtain regularity. Our first main result is:
Main Theorem. Let X be a Banach space. Then C P BpXq is weakly
compact if and only if C has the pw,Gq-FPP for affine bi-Lipschitz
maps.
The proof of this result relies on a quantified version of a selection
principle of Rosenthal [Ro2] (cf. Lemma 3.2). The motivation for this
tool lies in our desire to detect wide-(s) sequences (defined below) whose
initial terms satisfy some prescribed conditions. As it might happen
however, none of their terms must a priori satisfy such conditions. To
fix this problem, the idea is to add new terms and try to capture
large indices with stable constants pK, λq. In Section 3, we will lay
the foundation for proving the aforementioned selection principle. The
proof of Main Theorem will be delivered in Section 4.
The idea of refining selection results has been very useful in fixed
point theory. In [DLT, Theorem 10] Dowling, Lennard and Turett
proved that if X contains an isomorphic copy of c0, then there exist
C P BpXq and an affine mapping T : C Ñ C being almost-isometric,
asymptotically nonexpansive and fixed-point free. This result was
based on a refinement of the well-known James’s distortion theorems
[J].
Acknowledgement: The first author gratefully acknowledges finan-
cial support by FUNCAP/CNPq/PRONEX Grant 00068.01.00/15. A
great part of this work was done when the first author was visiting
Texas A&M University and University Central of Florida during Sum-
mer 2018. He wishes to thank Professors Thomas Schlumprecht and
Eduardo Teixeira for their kind invitation and the corresponding Math-
ematics Department for the hospitality and very nice working environ-
ment.
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2. Preliminaries
As we have indicated, our approach for proving this result is entirely
based on basic sequences techniques, most of them extracted from [AK].
We shall next review some basic notions and establish terminology. The
closed unit ball and closed unit sphere ofX will respectively be denoted
by BX and SX .
A sequence pxnq is called a basic sequence if it is a Schauder basis
for its closed linear span rxns. It is well-known that pxnq is basic if and
only if there is a constant K ě 1, the basic constant of pxnq, such that›››››
mÿ
n“1
aixi
››››› ď K
›››››
nÿ
i“1
aixi
››››› whenever paiq P c00 and n ă m.
We say that pxnq is an ℓ1-sequence if it is equivalent to the unit vector
basis of ℓ1 (so rxns is isomorphic to ℓ1). A subspace G of the dual space
X˚ is called an η-norming (0 ă η ď 1) set for X if
}x}G :“ sup
ϕPBG
|ϕpxq|
is a norm on X and η }x} ď }x}G ď }x} for all x P X . Given an infinite
subset N of N, we shall denote by rNs the set of all infinite subsets
of N . Let us recall some common terminology. A sequence pxnq in X
is called seminormalized if there are positive constants A and B for
which A ď }xn} ď B for all n. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If
pxnq Ă X and pynq Ă Y are sequences, we say pxnq dominates pynq if
8ÿ
n“1
αnxn converges implies that
8ÿ
n“1
αnyn converges as well.
Let us specify the notion of λ-dominance. Let pxnq Ă X and pynq Ă Y
be as above. Given a constant λ ą 0, we say the basis pxnq λ-dominates
the basis pynq if pxnq dominates pynq and, when
ř
n anxn converges, it
follows that ›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anyn
››››› ď λ
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
››››› .
Recall also the summing basis of c0: pσnq “ p
řn
k“1 ekq, where
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ek “ p0, . . . , 0loomoon
k´1
, 1, 0, . . .q
is the usual basis in c0. According to [Ro2], a sequence pxnq is called
wide-psq if it is basic and dominates the summing basis of c0; that is,
pxnq λ-dominates the summing basis of c0 for some λ ą 0. Equivalently,
if convergence of
ř
n αnxn implies convergence of
ř
n αn.
In the sequel we will use the terminology pK, λq-wide-psq to refer
those wide-psq sequences that are K-basic and λ-dominate the summing
basis of c0. This notion was introduced by Rosenthal [Ro2]. It is
also closely related to his c0-counterpart [Ro1] of the well-knwon ℓ1
theorem. It is worth to point out that Barroso and Ferreira proved in
[BF, Theorem 2.9] that in any Banach space X , non-weakly compact
members of BpXq do contain wide-psq sequences that are equivalent to
some of its non-trivial convex combinations. This kind of results are
fundamental in the construction of fixed-point free affine bi-Lipschitz
maps. As we will see, it also allows us to obtain the failure of the
pw,Gq-FPP for affine bi-Lipschitz maps acting on non-weakly compact
members of BpXq.
3. A Rosenthal selection type principle
The main result of this section can be stated as follows.
Proposition 3.1 (Rosenthal’s type selection result). Let X be a non-
reflexive Banach space. Suppose pynq is a bounded sequence in X with
a w˚-cluster point Ψ in X˚˚zX . Let ε P p0, 1q,
d “ distpΨ, rynsnPNq, K “
}Ψ} ` d
d
` ε and λ “
1
d
` ε.
Then there exists a set N P rNs such that:
(i) pynqnPN is pK, λq-wide-psq.
(ii) For every vector u P Xzt0u there is a set M P rNs such that
tu, ynunPM is pK, λq-wide-psq.
For the proof of (ii) we need an auxiliary lemma which resembles
famous Kadec-Pe lczyn´ski’s selection principle.
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Lemma 3.2. Let X be a Banach space and pynq a seminormalized
sequence in X . Assume that G Ă X˚ is a η-norming for X with
gpynq Ñ 0 for all g P G. Then for every 0 ă ε ă 1 there exists an
infinite set N P rN] satisfying:
(a) pynqnPN is p1` εq{η-basic.
(b) For every vector u P Xzt0u there exists M P rNs such that
tu, ynunPM is p1` εq{η-basic.
Proof. We only need to prove (b). Let ε P p0, 1q and fix u P Xzt0u. Now
choose pεiq a sequence of positive numbers satisfying
ś8
i“1p1 ` εiq ă
p1 ` εq and write N “ tniu
8
i“1. After equivalently renorming X , we
may assume that η “ 1. Revisiting the proofs in [Pel, Proposition and
lemma] we observe that it is enough to recover the first induction step
made in Pe lczyn´ski’s lemma and the remainder of the proof will follow
analogously. Let E “ rtuus and let e P SE “ t˘u{ }u}u. Since G is
norming, there is a functional g P SG for which 1´ ε1{4 ă |gpeq|. Since
gpynq Ñ 0, we can find m2 P N for which
|g pym2q | ă
ε1
8
inf
ℓ
}yℓ} .
Note here that infℓ }yℓ} ą 0 since pynq is seminormalized. Let t P R be
arbitrary. If |t| ě 2{ infℓ }yℓ} then
}e` tym2} ě |t| }ym2} ´ }e}
ě 2´ 1 ě
}e}
1` ε1
.
Otherwise if |t| ă 2{ infℓ }yℓ} then we have, since G is norming,
}e ` tym2} ě |gpe` tym2q|
ě |gpeq| ´ |t||gpym2q|
ą 1´
ε1
4
´
2ε1
8
“ 1´
ε1
2
ě
}e}
1` ε1
.
In any case we have proved that }e} ď p1` ε1q}e` tym2} for all t P R.
Now we will comment on the inductive step; again, for further details,
the reader should reference [Pel]. Suppose we have already chosen
ym2, . . . , ymk . We now let E “ rtu, ym2, . . . , ymkus and note that E is
finite dimensional. Since E is finite dimensional, SE is compact and we
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may thus take an εk`2{6-net tϑiu
m
i“1 for SE. Fix any e P SE . We may
choose µ P t1, . . . , mu so that }e ´ ϑµ} ă εk`1{6. For each i there is a
functional gi P SG with 1´ εk`1{6 ă |gipϑiq|. Since Gpynq Ñ 0 there is
mk`1 P N so that
|gipymk`1q| ă εk`1 inf
ℓ
}yℓ}{12 for all i “ 1, . . . , m.
With these ingredients, the remainder of the argument follows analo-
gously to the above. 
Now we will prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof. (i): This follows immediately from [Ro2, (1)-Theorem 12].
(ii): Let d,K and λ be as in the statement of Proposition 3.1 and
let u P Xzt0u be fixed. Even though the idea of the proof of (ii) is
essentially the same as that given in [Ro2, Theorem 12], Lemma 3.2
plays an important role here, as it can be used to circumvent possible
unstable constants. Indeed, let N P rNs be as in assertion (i) and set
η “
d
}Ψ} ` d
and ε0 “
εη
K
.
It is easy to see that ε0 ă η{2. Further, by Lemma 14 in [Ro2] the set
ΨK :“ tx˚ P X˚ : Ψpx˚q “ 0u η -norms X . Let ε˜0 “
η
η´ε0
´ 1 and note
that 0 ă ε˜0 ă 1. Moreover, we have
1` ε˜0
η
“
1
η ´ ε0
“ K.
Therefore, Lemma 3.2-(b) gives O P rNs so that tu, ynunPO is still K-
basic. Let now δ ą 0 to be chosen later. For this δ we shall select
inductively a set tmiu
8
i“1 P rOs and functionals pφiqiPN in X
˚ satisfying
the following conditions for all n:
(1) }φi} ď
1
d
` δ.
(2) φipuq “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n.
(3) φipymj q “ 0 for 1 ď j ă i ď n.
(4) Ψpφiq “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď n.
(5)
ˇˇ
φipymnq ´ 1
ˇˇ
ă
δ
2n
for all 1 ď i ď n.
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By Hahn-Banach theorem we may find F P X˚˚˚ so that
(:) }F } “
1
d
, F pΨq “ 1 and F pxq “ 0 for all x P X.
For n “ 1 pick φ1 P X
˚ so that Ψpφ1q “ 1, φ1puq “ 0 and }φ1} ă
1
d
` δ. Assume for n ą 1 that functionals φ1, . . . , φn and integers
m1, . . . , mn´1 ą 1 have been chosen to satisfy (1)–(4). Since (4) holds
and Ψ is w˚-cluster point of pynq, we may choose an niℓ P O large
enough so that |φipyniℓq ´ 1| ă δ{2
ℓ for all 1 ď i ď n. Define mn “ niℓ .
Since rtu, ym1, . . . , ymn,Ψus is finite dimensional, by (:) we may choose
φn`1 P X
˚ that agrees with F on rtu, ym1, . . . , ymn,Ψus and has norm
}φn`1} ă
1
d
` δ. This finishes the induction process.
Let M “ tmku
8
k“1. Define x1 “ u and xi “ ymi for i ě 2. Now,
for any 1 ď k ď n and any sequence of scalars paiq
n
i“1, since pxiq is
seminormalized and K-basic, one can directly show that
sup
1ďiďn
|ai| ď
2K
infn }xn}
››› nÿ
i“1
aixi
›››.
On the other hand, from (2) and (5) we have
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“k
ai
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
φkpaixiq `
nÿ
i“k
ai p1´ φkpxiqq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˆ
1
d
` δ
˙››› nÿ
i“1
aixi
›››` sup
n
|an|
nÿ
i“1
δ
2i
.
Combining both inequalities, we get
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“k
ai
ˇˇˇ
ď
˜
1
d
` δ `
2δK
infn }xn}
¸››› nÿ
i“1
aixi
›››.
If δ is chosen small enough so as to satisfy
δp1`
2K
infn }xn}
q ď ε,
we obtain then that pxiq is pK, λq-wide-psq. This finishes the proof of
the proposition. 
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4. Proof of Main Theorem
If C is weakly compact, the result follows directly from the classical
Schauder-Tychonoff’s fixed point theorem. Now assume that C is not
weakly compact. Then there is a sequence punq Ă C with no weakly
convergent subsequence. We may without loss of generality assume
that 0 P C.
It is easy to see that if punqnPN is an ℓ1-subsequence of punq, then
K`σ
`
tununPN
˘
belongs to Kτ pCq for some τ P Tw and fails to have the
fixed point property for affine bi-Lipschitz maps.
Suppose therefore that punq does not contain ℓ1-subsequences. By
Rosenthal’s ℓ1-theorem punq has a weak Cauchy subsequence pynq. It
follows that the functional Ψ0 given by Ψ0pϕq “ limn ϕpynq, ϕ P X
˚,
defines a w˚-cluster pint of pynq in X
˚˚
∽ X with the property
Ψ0 P
č
LPrNs
clustw˚
`
pynqnPL
˘
.
Let ε P p0, 1q be fixed and consider the numbers
d “ distpΨ, rynsq, K “
}Ψ0} ` d
d
` ε and λ “
1
d
` ε.
By Proposition 3.1 there exists N P rNs so that pynqnPN is K-basic and
λ-dominates the summing basis. Since 0 P C, we may choose a non-null
vector u P C so that
}u} ă
p1´ εqd2
16p1` dεqp}Ψ0} ` dp1` εqq
.
Now, apply once again Proposition 3.1 to select an infinite set M “
tmiu
8
i“2 P rNs so that tu, ymiu
8
i“2 is still K-basic and λ-dominates the
summing basis. Define a new sequence pxiqiPN in C by
x1 “ u and xi “ ymi for i ě 2.
We now proceed to build up a basic sequence pznq which is a convex
combination of pxiq, and will centrally play a role in the failure of
pw,Gq-FPP in C. First, fix a sequence of positive numbers pλ
p2q
i q
8
i“2
satisfying
(i) diampCq
8ÿ
i“2
λ
p2q
i ă
p1´ εqd2
16p1` dεqp}Ψ0} ` dp1` εqq
.
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(ii) 1´
8ÿ
i“2
λ
p2q
i ě 1{2.
Then define
z1 :“ α1x1 `
8ÿ
i“2
λ
p2q
i xi, α1 :“ 1´
8ÿ
i“2
λ
p2q
i ě 1{2.
Next for each n ě 2 choose a sequence of positive numbers pλ
pnq
i q
8
i“n
from Bℓ1 , satisfying
(iii)
´
1´
8ÿ
i“n
λ
pnq
i
¯
ně2
is nondecreasing in rα1, 1q.
(iv) 1{2 ď 1´
8ÿ
i“n
λ
pnq
i Ñ 1 as nÑ8,
(v) and, moreover,
(4.1)
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
k“n
λ
pnq
k ă
ε infn }un}
4K supn }xn}
We these numbers in hands, we can define pznq by
(4.2) zn :“
˜
1´
8ÿ
k“n`1
λ
pn`1q
k
¸
xn `
8ÿ
k“n`1
λ
pn`1q
k xk, n P N.
Henceforth we shall assume that
ε ă min
´
1,
1
infn }un}
¯
.
Lemma 4.1. The following assertions hold for all sequence of scalars
paiq P c00:
pC1q pznq is seminormalized and basic.
pC2q
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
aizi
››››› ď p2K ` εq
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
›››››.
pC3q
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
aizi
››››› ě p1´ εq4K
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
›››››.
pC4q
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
aizi ´
´ 8ÿ
i“1
ai
¯
z1
››››› ě 1´ ε8K .
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Proof. pC1q. It is clear that pznq is bounded. Since pxnq λ-dominates
the summing basis one also has that infn }zn} ą 0. To prove that pznq
is basic we need an auxiliary sequence pwnqnPN defined as
wn :“ αnxn, αn :“ 1´
8ÿ
k“n`1
λ
pn`1q
k , n P N.
It is easy to see that pwnq is basic with coefficient functionals pw
˚
nq
satisfying
sup
n
}w˚n} ď 4K.
We this in mind we get from (4.1) thatÿ
n
}w˚n}}zn ´ wn} ď ε inf
n
}xn} ă 1.
Hence by the Principle of Small Perturbation pznq is basic. The proof
of pC1q is complete.
Fix any sequence paiq in c00.
pC2q. A direct calculation using (4.1) gives
sup
n
|an|
8ÿ
n“1
›››››
8ÿ
k“n`1
λ
pn`1q
k xk
››››› ď ε2
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
›››››.
Thus by Proposition 2.3 in [BF] we deduce›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anzn
››››› ď p2K ` εq
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
›››››.
pC3q. Now as in [BF] we can verify
sup
n
|an| ď
4K
infn }xn}
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anαnxn
›››››
which when combined with Proposition 2.3 in [BF] yields›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anzn
››››› ě
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anαnxn
›››››´ supn |an| supn }xn}
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
k“n`1
λ
pn`1q
k
ě
p1´ εqα1
2K
›››››
8ÿ
n“1
anxn
›››››.
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pC4q. Finally, our choices of u and λ
pnq
i ’s together pC3q ensure that
(4.3)
1´ ε
4K
´ λ}z1} ě
1´ ε
8K
.
This certainly implies pC4q. The proof of lemma is over. 
Let us prove now that K`σ
`
txnu
˘
features the desired properties.
Lemma 4.2. The following assertions are valid.
pC5q There exists τ P Tw so that K
`
σ
`
txnu
˘
belongs to Kτ pCq.
pC6q There exists an affine bi-Lipschitz map f : K
`
σ
`
txnu
˘
Ñ K`σ
`
txnu
˘
which is fixed-point free.
Proof. For simplicity, we set K “ K`σ
`
txnu
˘
. Let τ “ σpX,ΨK
0
q be
the locally convex topology induced by ΨK
0
. Then τ P Tw and pK, τq
is compact. The former assertion is obvious we only prove the latter.
Let pvαq be a net in K and write
uα “
8ÿ
i“1
tαi xi with t
α
i ě 0 for all i, α and
8ÿ
i“1
tαi ď 1.
The net ttαuα defined as t
α :“ ptαi qiPN belongs to Bℓ1 . Consider Bℓ1
equipped with the weak˚ topology σpℓ1, c0q. Hence it is compact, by
Banach-Alaoglu’s theorem. After passing to a subnet, if needed, we
may suppose then that tα Ñ t w.r.t. σpℓ1, c0q for some t “ ptiqiPN P Bℓ1.
Then ti ě 0 for all i P N. Let u :“
ř8
i“1 tixi and note that u P K.
Let us prove that uα Ñ u w.r.t. τ . To this end, take any ϕ P G and
observe that
ϕpuq “
8ÿ
i“1
tiϕpxiq and ϕpuαq “
8ÿ
i“1
tαi ϕpxiq for all α.
Since ϕ P G, we know that ξ :“
`
ϕpxiq
˘
iPN
belongs to c0. Therefore
xtα, ξy Ñ xt, ξy implies ϕpuαq Ñ ϕpuq, which proves that uα Ñ u w.r.t.
τ . It follows that K P Kτ pCq.
It is possible to use the same argument above to prove that K is
τ -sequentially compact. This can be done using the fact that Bℓ1 is
also σpℓ1, c0q-sequentially compact. The proof of pC5q is over.
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In order to prove pC6q let pznq be the convex basic sequence of pxnq
defined in (4.2), and define f as
f
˜
8ÿ
i“1
tixi
¸
“
˜
1´
8ÿ
i“2
ti
¸
z1 `
8ÿ
i“2
tizi, x “
8ÿ
i“1
tixi P K.
It is clear that f is affine and leaves K invariant. We claim that f is
fixed point free. Indeed, assume that x “ fpxq with x “
ř8
i“1 tixi P K.
This yields a family of equations as follows:
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
t1 “
˜
1´
8ÿ
i“2
ti
¸
α1
t2 “
˜
1´
8ÿ
i“2
ti
¸
λ
p2q
2
` t2α2
...
tn`1 “
˜
1´
8ÿ
i“2
ti
¸
λ
p2q
n`1 ` t2λ
p3q
n`1 ` . . . tnλ
pn`1q
n`1 ` tn`1αn`1,
...
Summing both sides of these equalities form 1 to 8, we deduce thatř8
i“1 ti “ 1. Consider the first equality above. Then we have that
t1 “
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ti ´
8ÿ
i“2
ti
¸
α1 “ t1α1 ùñ t1 “ 0.
Thus
ř8
i“2 ti “ 1. This applied in the second equation above implies
t2 “ 0, because 0 ă α2 ă 1. Continuing in this way, we arrive induc-
tively at the conclusion that tn “ 0 for all n P N. But this contradicts
the equality
ř8
i“1 ti “ 1, so f is fixed point free.
To finish the proof it remains to show that f is bi-Lipschitz. Let
x “
ř8
i“1 tixi and y “
ř8
i“1 sixi be arbitrary points in K. Write
ai “ ti ´ si, i ě 1. Clearly
fpxq ´ fpyq “
˜
´
8ÿ
i“1
ai
¸
z1 `
8ÿ
i“1
aizi.
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Using pC2q we deduce
}fpxq ´ fpyq} ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 8ÿ
i“1
ai
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ}z1} `
›››››
8ÿ
i“1
aizi
››››› ď p1` 2Kq}x´ y},
and from pC4q we have
}fpxq ´ fpyq} ě
1´ ε
4K
}x´ y}.
This concludes the proof of lemma and finishes the proof of theorem.

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